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Some time has passed since our Xmas party, but it was certainly great fun.
Philomena graciously accepted the high honour of being acclaimed inaugural
BMUG Member of the Month, and many interesting items were presented for
show and tell. My personal highlight was a lovely movie about Barwon Heads,
created by Colleen and Matt Remyn.
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Apple introduces brilliant new software
If you thought all the ‘i’ software that came with your computer was about as
good as it gets, think again! Apple has stunned enthusiasts by radically rewriting all the major programs, introducing unprecedented new features. This
startling news came at the San Francisco MacWorld...

Visit the
Apple
Store...

iPhoto will see the biggest changes, with the introduction of new ways to group
photos, firstly by ‘faces’ and secondly by ‘places’. But it doesn’t stop there. Pages,
iWeb, you name it — all the programs have been improved. And how do we get
access to this new software? iLife and iWork are available right now, and you can
buy them surprisingly inexpensively from your Apple store, or get them free by
simply buying a new computer (only joking).
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Top tip — passwords are surprisingly interesting...
In the beginning, there was just a single password, your Mac ‘administrator’ one,
you know, the one you are asked for from time to time that you must never
forget. Incidentally, if you do forget yours, the BMUG troubleshooting guide
available free on our club website download page tells you how to proceed.
With passwords, there’s
always MORE!! Inevitably,
when you’ve had your
computer for a year or two,
you will have accumulated
literally dozens of passwords
and log-ins.
Any IT expert will tell you
that vast numbers of people
always use ‘password’ as
their password, and
‘administrator’ as their
administrator password.
This is not the best solution!
Nor is keeping passwords
on real or virtual ‘post-it’ notes.

Read what BMUG members have to say on this subject...
My system is not very imaginative or I suppose very secure. Not that anything is all that
important except Internet Banking and I keep these details in a separate place. ! I have a
ring binder folder with a separate page for each website which I store in alphabetical order.!
I make sure as I set up any new thing requiring a password that I write everything down
as I go or take screenshots of the information I input. !
As I say, not very imaginative but it actually works quite well for me and I refer to my
folder frequently. !Not sure that you want to recommend my system to BMUG members
though...
Marg Boyles
My so-called 'system' is primitive and hopeless. Good ideas gratefully received...
Bloody passwords! Deakin University insists one changes one's password every 90 days
(or your bloody arms/access will be ripped off/out). Must be 8 characters, alphanumeric,
contain upper and lower case and include one or more of specified punctuation marks!
Marnie Haig-Muir
I simply use a 2 digit number, the!abbreviation!of the website (4 letters) then another 2
digit number. The numbers are always the same, the 4 letters vary according to website.
I can tell you the specific numbers I use, but then, my friend, I would be forced to kill you
Pete Collings
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I may be out of date and completely!insecure!but I have stored my passwords, pin numbers
for applications, and many other important records in a Word document that !requires a
password to open it. !This password has!great!significance to me so unless I go completely
gaga it is unlikely that I will forget it. !Both my desktop and laptop back up hourly, when
open to Time Capsule.
When the inevitable happens, my solicitor has the passwords filed with my Will, for the !
Administrator, Keychain and the list mentioned in my previous message. Of course
Keychain takes care of many of these things.
Jim Strachan
My system works for me, but is definitely not recommended. I have a file called ‘What’s
Steve’s password, which has them all grouped — computer administration, forums; banks;
Amazon; shops; etc, etc. The groups are listed in columns— site; log-in; password.
The problem is that the document is an ordinary Word file anyone can open.
Steve Craddock
My management of passwords is neither satisfactory nor safe. I have a list of all my
passwords and user names printed out in a file next to my computer. This is far from
ideal, even though I live in a ‘safe’ neighbourhood.
Colin Maguire

Visit the
CiphSafe
website...

On the other hand, Don uses a simple, secure software system...
I can sum up passwords in a word — discipline. Get into the habit of recording them at
the time, this sometimes delays the excitement for a few moments but it's the only sure
way. CiphSafe just makes the job easier and more secure than pen and paper or trying to
remember to do it later.
Don Patrick
So what is CiphSafe? It is free software in which you list all your log-ins and
passwords as you create them. Because it stores the information in an encrypted
form, no-one can open the document without the password.

Email
Steve...

Now I know passwords, like backups, are too boring to even think about, but
why not be virtuous and try to organise yourself. Imagine how good you’ll feel!
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Top tip — how can BMUG help members with problems
and troubleshooting?
BMUG was founded to share computer knowledge and skills. We are a voluntary
collective, and together, we know much more than any of us know as
individuals. And so, to carry out that central ‘sharing’ role, we have set up
various avenues for assistance with troubleshooting and skill building...

1. The BMUG forum
Go to the
BMUG
forum...

Whenever you are baffled, why not go straight to the forum? There’s very likely
another member with the same problem, and your question may have already
been answered. If it hasn’t post the question yourself.
Remember you can’t complain that our forum is dead or that your questions are
not being answered promptly, if you don’t visit regularly and try to help others!

2. BMUG manuals
Search as hard as you like, you won’t find another
Mac club anywhere in the world with a
comprehensive offering of inexpensive easy-toread manuals on everyday computer subjects.
You can buy them for $5 at any meeting, or by
mail order from our club website. Presently,
there are 15 titles:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
!

I
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Advanced iWeb with your Mac
Apple Mail essentials
Backup your Mac
Beginners guide
iChat with your Mac
iMovie with your Mac
iPhoto with your Mac
iPod with your Mac
iWeb with your Mac
Music & listening with your Mac
On Safari with your Mac
Photoshop Elements with your Mac
Scanning with your Mac
Sharing with your Mac
Writing with your Mac
!

Now we have a brand new manual, iMovie with your Mac. This

! with the help of Colleen and Matt Remyn and Margaret Boyles.
wasS
written
W
E
NG N That’s how we get new manuals — someone says ‘we need one on iMovie, or

whatever’ and volunteers to help write it, thus learning a great deal themselves
in the process, and getting an opportunity to share their knowledge with other
members of the Mac community.
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3. Check out the ‘downloads’ page of our BMUG website
Here you will find:
— back copies of the enewsletter. It’s highly likely there are tips in one for
solving your current problem;
— ‘how to...’ tutorials on simple Mac tasks;

BMUG
downloads...

— free manuals on troubleshooting, connecting to the internet, buying Macs, and
other tasks that only come up irregularly. These manuals may be downloaded in
PDF form;
— and finally, video tutorials you can watch. These little movies take you
through simple tasks in step-by-step form.
As you can see, there’s plenty of help on the downloads page!

4. Participate in our MacPal program
Email
Jürgen...

Jürgen Gross co-ordinates this help program for members.
If you are just getting started with Macs, you will benefit
greatly by being teamed up with an experienced pal. Speak
to Jürgen at a meeting, email him, or telephone him. He
will be delighted to set you up with a mentor who lives
not too far away. Note that remote members, who
obviously can’t usually be helped face-to-face, can get
MacPal help via phone or email.
Our MacPal service is free, and usually involves some initial home visits followed
up by as many phone calls or emails as required as issues and problems come up.
We like to think getting organised with a MacPal is the start of a ‘beautiful
friendship’, as Rick said to Louis in ‘Casablanca’.

5. Don’t ring up as your first step!
I haven’t said ‘email or ring up someone knowledgeable in the club’, because
that should really be a last resort. We all have lives outside of BMUG, and we are
all busy people. It is definitely a breach of club etiquette to approach people for
direct help, if you haven’t already tried all the online and in print sources of help
that are available. Some of us had to decline to help, recently, which is
embarrassing, because we were simply overwhelmed by enquiries just before
Xmas.
Personally, my first port of call is always a Google search on , for example, a
question like ‘how to save an iPhoto book as a PDF’. There’s nearly always
someone with the same problem, someone with the solution.

And a final tip...
If your query concerns something you have just bought, get the retailer’s staff
to help. They sold it, they can help make it work! In particular, don’t be fobbed
off by an Internet provider. They must help, though you may have to insist.
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Members WANTED
We are always looking for new members. How about bringing a friend along?
And now that BMUG has a number of member benefits to offer even if people are
unable to actually attend meetings, we are getting more remote members, who
participate from remote locations. Do you have a Macintosh friend who lives
elsewhere, perhaps even interstate? We already have one member in Canada!
Encourage them to join and take advantage of the membership benefits listed
below. Note: the only member benefit not available to remote members is access to the
club library and attendance at meetings.

IN
W
D
, AN " H"IP! Have you thought of paying your club fee using PayPal,
W
O
N
E!RS IT’S EASY and secure!
B
PAY
M
ME
E
E
FR

All you have to do is to go to our BMUG Website and click on the ‘membership
tab along the top. Click on the arrow that says “Click arrow to join BMUG’
Scroll down and click on the appropriate PayPal button and you are almost there.
The PayPal screen appears showing what category of membership is selected and
the amount owing. “Proceed to Checkout” and there you have to opportunity to
create a PayPal account using your credit card. Your payment will be made for
you and your credit card account debited.
PayPal will email you confirming that the payment has been made.

It’s really simple, and you will now be able to use your PayPal
account for other purchases on the web
One may ask “What happens then? Well, both the Treasurer and Membership
Officer are automatically advised and in a few days the money is in the BMUG
Bank Account and available to do all those exciting things that your Committee
are thinking about implementing in the coming year.
I look forward to PayPal advising me of your payment and GOOD LUCK in the
draw for a free membership.

And remember,
remote
membership is an
absolute bargain!

Jim Strachan
Treasurer

Member benefits:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

members get FREE website hosting!
members get privileged access to AUSOM FirstClass
‘Getting started’ manuals
access to our our growing club library
participation in our club MacPal program
participation in the forum

and above all, members will quickly form their own informal network of nearby
Mac friends with whom they can exchange tips and expand their Mac horizons.
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What do you do with your Mac?
Some time back Steve asked me to write a short piece on
how I use my Mac. I happily agreed of course, but come
the end of 2008 I still hadn’t put fingers to keyboard. Since
one of my New Year’s resolutions was to stop
procrastinating I thought I’d better produce the said piece,
so here goes.
I’ve been using Macs for about twenty years. Back then
they were small beige 128Kb boxes with 9” screens that
bear little resemblance to today’s beautiful machines with
their wondrous clarity and colours. But for all that, they
were definitely streets ahead of anything else around at that time. Thanks to the foresight
of our then Dean, my Faculty was the first to have all staff equipped with computers and
their own printers too. Networking was still in the dim distant future.
For most of those twenty years ‘my’ Mac — in its various incarnations — was, in fact
owned by Deakin University, where I spent a large chunk of my working life. I also had
my own iMac or laptop at home in latter years. During my Deakin years, my Macs were
used almost exclusively for work purposes. I wrote my PhD thesis, all 150,000 words of
it, on a succession of Macs using various versions of Word from 1 to 5. I did, however,
firmly refuse to use Word 6 for reasons some of you will know only too well.
Over time more and more academic tasks shifted from pen and paper to computers and
blessed indeed were those who could touch-type! Verifying exam results, for instance,
changed from a round-table meeting and wad of print-out to a completely electronic
process right to upload stage. Email revolutionised staff and student contact, and on-line
teaching in one form or other became an integral component of undergraduate
coursework. No longer did one have to trek to the library to riffle through the card index
— the catalogue for all five campuses was available through your Mac, as were
borrowing and inter-library loan services. Since retiring from Deakin in 2004, my Mac
G4 Powerbook, and latterly my MacBook Pro have been well used to co-author a history
of St Joseph’s CBC, Newtown and to write several research papers.
I’m now working on diversifying my computer skills. Though not quite a foundation
member of BMUG, I’ve been around since about the third meeting. But I was too busy
pounding out words on my Mac to get really involved until recently. In fact it’s only in the
past year or so, that is ever since Steve, Don & Co persuaded me to join the Committee,
that I have become seriously engaged with trying to broaden my knowledge and skills
much beyond word-processing, email and the internet.
Thanks to BMUG and the enthusiasm of some of our stalwarts I have begun taking
photographs beyond the PHD (Press Here Dill!) level, and I am now tackling the
challenges of editing and manipulating images. I haven’t yet done a book or calendar, but
will do so in the near future. Last year I purchased a big screen like those we bought for
the club, and now I mostly run my MacBook Pro through that.
The big screen makes it so much fun to play with my photos, and I’ve still got a fully
functional laptop when I need portability. Thank you BMUG and the people who have
encouraged me and given me the confidence to step off the deep end. And let me tell you,
I’m having a ball!
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Postscript
My best Mac-related incident: refusing to convert to the Evil Empire when the rest of the
faculty was forced to (cost-cutting, y’know). I told the powers-that-be if they insisted on
giving me a PC they’d better leave it in the box because it would be the most expensive
doorstop in the university. Within a week or so I had a brand new iMac on my desk!
My worst Mac-related incident: transporting my SE30 in its little wheelie bag from
Hawthorn to Waurn Ponds and back on public transport. Despite marketing claims,
portability was not Mac’s strong point at that time. The distance between station and home
seemed to have stretched to forever.
Marnie Haig-Muir

Kevin Rudd recognises BMUG!
BMUG is delighted to announce that we
have received an Australian Government
Volunteer Grant of $2,400 to further carry
out our work for the Mac community!
The letter from our local member, Mr
Darren Cheeseman says:
“I’m sure this money will assist your group
and benefit the community now and well into
the future.”
Right now, the committee is making the final decisions on how to spend
the funds. Our wish list includes a big projection screen to use with the
club computer projector; more big monitors to use in workshop group
activities; and a wireless modem to enable Internet connection to the hall.
Congratulations to all concerned in writing what must have been a very
persuasive grant application.

Did you ever wonder what software this newsletter is
produced in?
Up to now, all editions have been written in the professional
page layout program, In Design. Following the January
upgrade of iWork, we have decided to give Pages a trial, and
we are now delighted to recommend this simple, powerful
page layout software. It’s ideal for anyone wanting to
produce simple publications for the club or family, and
you’ll find many tips for using Pages in our revised BMUG
manual, ‘Writing with your Mac’.
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‘New to Macs’ group report
Following on from my piece in the November
Newsletter, an announcement at the November
meeting and a quick progress report at the December
meeting, I am pleased to say the NTM Group is now
flourishing, has ten members and has had three
meetings. The sessions are very lively and the flow
of questions, problems and solutions shows no sign
of slowing up.
We had the first meeting on 2nd December 2008 here at my place in Portarlington,
where we took the decision to meet fortnightly on Tuesday mornings out of sync
with the BMUG meetings. So far, after three meetings this seems to be working
out fine.
We start at 10:00 am and try and finish around noon. I say try to finish, as things
do seem to run on, at the last meeting I eventually got to my lunch at 1:00 pm. I
must be firmer with this eager and keen group!
For the first session I used one of the new Samsung displays connected to my
iMac on our dining table. With the display mirroring what was on the iMac
screen and arranging them back to back, four were able to sit one side of the table
looking at the Samsung screen and four sat at the other side looking at the iMac
screen. As both screens had the same image on them all were able to follow the
demo in relative comfort.
Between this meeting
and the second one the
group gained two new
members, mainly due to
BMUG’s new
recruitment officer,
Philomena Rogers. It
would now be a tight
squeeze in our dining
area and really too many
to be able to view the
screens with ease. So I
opted to use the BMUG
digital projector and we
upped sticks and moved
to the under house
space.
This is not as agricultural as it first sounds. There is a basic but very usable space down
there. By standing my screen on the barbie, unlit, the projector on a small table and
assembling ten chairs of various designs the room was ready.
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This room is the coolest room in the house on hot days and strangely the warmest
unheated room on cold days. Any lack of heat will soon be generated by our lively
sessions.
The third session again was held under the house and this would seem to be our new
home. These two sessions had the added fruity aroma of the plums and apricots Martina
and I had harvested the during the previous weeks.

We started in the first meeting by
looking at the Mac and did a quick
tour of the various things on the
Desktop, the Dock and on the Hard
Drive concentrating on the items
that come pre-installed on all new
Macs. We then went through how to
create a new File, how to save it and
how to find it again. So you see from
this my intention is to start from the
very beginning and to return to
these basic steps at regular intervals.
This is the heart of using a
computer, creating something,
saving it and being able to find and
open it again. The rest is variations
on this.

The troops gathering
before the start of the
third session. ( I hadn’t
realised I looked so old
from the rear!)

We’ve also looked at Mail and Safari and will in the coming sessions look at these two
applications in greater depth as these are probably the two mains reasons people buy a
computer in the first place.
Whether you’re creating a simple text document, an archive of your photos or music, a
complex image, an edited digital movie, a DVD, a spreadsheet of your finances, if you
can’t save it and find it again there’s no sense in using a computer. There are many
variations on this theme, many side tracks and many dead ends. Every task on a
computer is different, but there are many processes that are very similar in principle,
especially so if you are using the Apple software that comes installed on every Mac. This
provides the starting point of this journey, the entrance to the maze. Most of the tasks we
would wish to do can be accomplished using these gifts from Jobs. (CEO of Apple)
This is the way NTMG has set out, with what we’ve all got in that box of tricks. There is a
whole world that can be accessed, created, manipulated and saved without buying
anything else, unless of course you wish to print, scan, archive, back-up........... and that’s
where we’ll end up after we’ve got ourselves thoroughly familiar with the basic skills.
Wish us luck!
I would like to say that this flow of information and skills is not one way, I have already
gained new tips from the discussions. There is always someone who’s solved a problem
or found a technique that is useful for everyone else, all you have to do is listen.
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Dick Brown

When did you last visit the BMUG forum?
The BMUG forum provides all members, particularly remote members, with
opportunities to explore Mac skills and issues. If you are not visiting it regularly,
you are missing many opportunities to keep up to date.
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!
And over January, Marnie and Don have given the forum a
S!!
W
E
makeover, so that it looks like this, now:
NG N !

Now, the forum is organised slightly differently,
and there are multiple pages accessed by clicking
the ‘Next Page’ links at the bottom of each page:

Go to the
BMUG
forum...

So how do you use the BMUG forum?
1. Go to the forum page of the BMUG site in Safari. Bookmark the site, if you
haven’t already done so;
2. Read the comments that interest you — there’ll probably be an informative
response. If there’s not, why don’t you make one?
3. Be a devil — post your own comment — perhaps ask a question, or offer
advice.

What is desk bottom computing?
This wonderful term was invented by Douglas Adams, the author of the Hitch
Hiker’s Guide to the Galaxy, who became frustrated with the number of times he
needed to grovel under the desk tidying or connecting leads.
Jim has recently asked a question about tidy leads on the club forum, which
inspired me to have a tidy-up here at home. Do you have any ‘tidy leads’
tips? I’ve introduced two useful improvements to my setup...
Firstly, I plug all 11 (!) power leads into two powerboards connected to
accessible power points. That way, I can easily turn everything off for a
holiday or during a thunderstorm. Secondly, I write labels on my leads
with white tape and a CD marker. That saves you from the total
confusion about which transformer lead plugs in where if you un-cable the
lot at once, as I stupidly did on one occasion!
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Members’ marketplace — for sale
Redundant RAM
1GB PC5300 (667 MHz) DDR2 SO-DIMM chip. Fits
all MacBooks, MacBook Pros and iMac models from
early 2006 to the present.
Perfect condition, price: $50
Phone Marnie on 5241 2780

Hard drive
La Cie Firewire external hard drive, perfect condition with
leads, very shiny indeed, ideal for automated backups of your
computer with Time " Machine, 250 GB nominal, actually holds
232 GB of data. !

!

$75 or best offer.
Phone Steve on 5254 2576

and don’t hesitate to email with your want or for sale advert

M
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‘Phone a friend’ at BMUG

!EW !
!
All members will soon be receiving an email with the
N
G
N
I
!
!
phone number of a committee member living nearby who will
AK
EE!
E
T
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!
assist, should you wish to telephone asking for advice and
MM !
O
C
assistance with a computer issue. We may be able to help you straight off the
THE
bat; we may recommend you join our MacPal program, or we may need to

consider your issue further and research solutions, but you can be assured help
will be at hand!
We have decided to do set up this system to share the workload more equably
among the club leadership group. Presently, the one or two people who are
rightly regarded as gurus, who are able to help with almost anything, get 99%
of the phone calls. Remember we are all volunteers, we don’t want to lose the
fun of being a member by being overloaded with problem-solving tasks.
But as I said on p 5, don’t ring up as your first step! Do your own homework
first, before crying out for help. The club offers many avenues for self-help,
and every problem you experience is actually an opportunity to learn more
and extend your confidence by finding the solution for yourself.

June Brown takes over the librarian role
Committee member June Brown has generously volunteered to become the
club librarian. Please speak to her if you have any suggestions for purchases, or
if you have any unwanted computer books you wish to donate.
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Get to know the members of the BMUG Committee...

Marnie Haig-Muir,
President
Steve Craddock,
Vice President

James Strachan,
Treasurer
June Brown
Librarian
Peter Collings

David Dixon,
Jürgen Gross

Don Patrick

& Margaret Boyles,
Secretary
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